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ABSTRACT

To address the critical issues in solar energy, the current research has focused on developing advanced solar harvesting materials that are low cost,
lightweight, and environmentally friendly. Among many organic photovoltaics (PVs), the porphyrin compounds exhibit unique structural features
that are responsible for strong ultraviolet (UV) and near infrared absorptions and high average visible transmittance, making them ideal candidates
for solar-based energy applications. The porphyrin compounds have also been found to exhibit strong photothermal (PT) effects and recently
applied for optical thermal insulation of building skins. These structural and optical properties of the porphyrin compounds enable them to func-
tion as a PT or a PV device upon sufficient solar harvesting. It is possible to develop a transparent porphyrin thin film with PT- and PV-dual-
modality for converting sunlight to either electricity or thermal energy, which can be altered depending on energy consumption needs. A building
skin can be engineered into an active device with the PT- and PV-dual modality for large-scale energy harvesting, saving, and generation. This
review provides the current experimental results on the PT and PV properties of the porphyrin compounds such as chlorophyll and chlorophyllin.
Their PT and PV mechanisms are discussed in correlations to their electronic structures. Also discussed are the synthesis routes, thin film deposi-
tion, and potential energy applications of the porphyrin compounds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pressing issues in energy sustainability call for novel
approaches in generating inexhaustible energy without compromising
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the energy sources in the future. Solar harvesting for energy sustain-
ability has been an intense research area that focuses on various
advanced material based technologies among which solar cells have
been the major approach for converting photons directly to electricity
by the photovoltaic (PV) effect. There are other photon energy conver-
sion mechanisms such as the photothermal (PT) effect that has been
extensively studied for biomedical therapeutics.1–8 In biomedical diag-
nosis and therapeutics, the PT materials are typically made of photon-
absorbing metallic conductors such as gold and graphene that exhibit
strong photothermal effects capable of raising the local temperature to
the hyperthermia treatment range of �45 �C. These PT materials are
often synthesized into small quantities in milligrams and dispersed in
aqueous solutions for intravenous delivery. The excitation light source
for photothermal treatment mainly employs near infrared (NIR) laser
(typically 708 and 808nm) for significant NIR absorption and tissue
penetration. The typical PT materials include inorganic materials (i.e.,
noble metals),2,3 carbon-based materials,4,5 Fe3O4 and its compo-
sites,6,7 organic materials (i.e., polymer-based nanomaterials),8,9 and
porphyrin compounds10–14.

Only recently, the PT effect in the thin film form has been
explored for energy applications with white light excitation.6,7,15–18

The residential and commercial building sectors account for about
40% (or about 40 quadrillion British thermal units) of the total U.S.
energy consumption.19 Thermal insulation has been conventionally
achieved by various glazing technologies. Single-panes are, however,
practically not viable due to rapid heat loss in the winter especially in
northern America. A new concept of “optical thermal insulation”
(OTI) was recently proposed and realized via PT film coated single-
pane windows without any intervention medium.6,15–18 Zhao et al.
first reported the coating of a thin film containing Fe3O4 nanopar-
ticles on glass for energy-efficient window applications.6 As shown in
Fig. 1, if a spectral-selective PT thin film is applied on a window
inner surface, the window surface temperature can increase from
25 �C to> 50 �C upon solar irradiation. The window thermal trans-
mittance depends on the temperature difference, DT, between the
single-pane (without glazing) and the room interior. Due to

photothermal heating, the reduction in DT will effectively lower heat
transfer through the building skin, characterized by a low U-factor
(the U-factor is essentially the thermal transmittance) without dou-
ble- or triple-glazing.

OTI requires special optical spectra of the PT films, i.e., strong
ultraviolet (UV) and NIR absorptions and high visible transmittance
(AVT).19 The strong absorptions in the UV and NIR regions ensure
significant solar light harvesting for conversion to heat, while high
AVT provides the visible transparency of the window. These particular
spectral requirements of PT are also shared by transparent PV panels.
Another common feature of PV and PT panels lies on a large two-
dimensional (2D) surface area for sufficient solar light harvest.
According to the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, supplying
all electricity needs of the U.S. with photovoltaic solar energy would
require 1948 ft2 per person.20 To effectively utilize surface areas, large-
area building skins can be engineered into PT or PV panels for solar
light harvesting, specifically those modern buildings with glass façade
(Fig. 2). This approach is particularly effective in the population-
concentrated urban areas and megacities with high densities of build-
ings. In this approach, the building skin is not only a “window”
enframed within the building walls that compromise between lighting
and heat loss, but also a PV or PT device capable of solar harvesting,
energy conversion, and production of both heat and electricity simul-
taneously or alternatively in dual modality modes.

The key challenges in achieving successful dual-modality include
particulate materials that have to be structurally and spectrally tailored
in the PT and PV thin films on building skins. As is well-known, the
basic requirement is efficient solar harvesting within certain spectra,
typically in the three regions: ultraviolet (UV), visible, and infrared
(IR), respectively, with corresponding wavelengths of 100–400nm,
400–700nm, and above 700nm. According to the solar spectra, the
infrared provides solar energy around 49.4% and visible light 42.3%,
while UV radiation only contributes 8.3% at ground level.21,22

Therefore, material design and structure development need to

FIG. 1. Schematic working principle of photothermal film. FIG. 2. Optical photograph of a modern building with glass facade.
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consider harvesting most of the infrared radiation for efficient energy
conversion and utilization.

Transparent PT and PV thin films require high visible transmit-
tance specifically for building skins. This unique characteristic necessi-
tates spectral selective materials (and structures) that are strongly
absorbent in the UV and NIR regions but highly transparent in the
visible band with a saddle-like (or U-shaped) spectrum, as schemati-
cally represented in Fig. 3(a). As can be seen in this figure, while gold
nanoparticles exhibit strong absorption below 300nm, there is another
peak at 520nm, contributing to considerable visible light absorption.
Much stronger absorption is observed in the UV range for graphene
and Fe3O4 nanoparticles, but it gradually decays to the minimum in
the visible range up to near-infrared (NIR). All conducting materials
with high charge densities exhibit strong photothermal effects but
lacking sufficient visible transmittance. Among most of the PT materi-
als, chlorophyll shows a saddle-like spectrum with two peaks, respec-
tively, at 415 nm (UV) and 664nm (NIR), which is ideal for PT–PV
dual modality building skin applications since it exhibits both the PT
and PV effects [Fig. 3(a)].

Chlorophyll belongs to the porphyrin compounds that are struc-
turally characterized with a large ring molecule consisting of four pyr-
roles, denoted as the porphyrin ring. The tetrapyrroles are smaller
rings made of four carbons and one nitrogen. The porphyrin com-
pounds typically have a metal ion at the center of the tetrapyrrole
ring.23 By alternating the chelated ion, different porphyrin compounds
can be formed. Replacing the central metal ion is normally achieved
by using strong acids as the reaction media.24 Interestingly, some por-
phyrins occur in nature such as chlorophyll, heme, and hemoglobin
(HB). As is well-known, chlorophyll is an essential component in
plants for photosynthesis. Its chemical structure is featured with a
magnesium atom at the center of the tetrapyrrole ring. The saddle-like
absorption [Fig. 3(a)] is particularly sought after for transparent solar
harvesting devices. Similar to chlorophyll, most of the porphyrin com-
pounds exhibit two main peaks in the absorption spectra, denoted as
Soret bands (380–500 nm) and Q bands (500–750nm).25 These optical
characteristics tend to render the porphyrins with unique colors, mak-
ing them important “dyes” in the paper and textile industries.26 The
strong absorptions in these particular bands have also been utilized for

FIG. 3. (a) Comparison of spectra of gold, graphene, and Fe3O4; an ideal absorption spectrum (the dashed line) is schematically shown for highly transparent thin films, (b)
absorption of Fe3O4@Cu2�xS showing its broad NIR absorptions (include the spectrum of Fe3O4 here for comparison), and (c) absorption spectra of porphyrins: chlorophyll,
chlorophyllin, hemoglobin, phthalocyanine, and zinc-mesoporphyrin IX.
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photothermal applications in biomedicine, energy,11–16,18 and
photovoltaics.27–35,37

To enhance NIR absorption, Lin et al. modified Fe3O4 by addi-
tion of Cu2�xS and developed the Fe3O4@Cu2�xS thin films.17

Comparing with the Fe3O4 thin films, the Fe3O4@Cu2�xS thin film is
spectrally characterized with a much stronger NIR absorbance [Fig.
3(b)], contributing to an increased photothermal efficiency under sim-
ulated solar irradiation. Due to the modified structure and NIR
absorption, the photothermal effect is considerably enhanced in
Fe3O4@Cu2�xS.

17 For transparent PV and PT thin films, more refined
absorptions near UV and NIR can be obtained in the porphyrin com-
pound as shown in Fig. 3(c). Both chlorophyll and chlorophyllin thin
films have been developed with rather sharp peaks around 400 and
700nm, giving distinctive optical characteristics of these materials for
a variety of applications.15,18 Multilayer chlorophyll films were also
deposited on glass substrates showing excellent photothermal property
and transparency. The photothermal mechanism of porphyrins was
identified based on the photon-activated molecular resonance.16

This review presents the most recent experimental results on
structures and properties of the porphyrin compounds for promising
energy applications. The fundamental photothermal mechanisms are
discussed based on their photon–molecular interactions based on the
Raman spectra. The photothermal properties of the porphyrin com-
pounds are characterized and calculated including U-factor, specific
absorption rate (SAR), specific photothermal coefficient (SPC), and
photothermal conversion efficiency. The current status of porphyrin-
based solar cells is also discussed on the solar cell structure, I–V curve,
and efficiency. The prospect of PT–PV dual modality film design will
be introduced for future studies.

II. PORPHYRIN COMPOUNDS AND THE DERIVATIVES
A. Structural characteristics of porphyrin

The porphyrin compounds are naturally occurring and charac-
terized with the porphyrin ring structures36 that are typically found in
chlorophyll37 and heme of hemoglobin.38 Due to the ring structure of
the conjugated double bonds of porphyrins, porphyrin and its deriva-
tives show unique absorption spectra, emission, charge transfer, and
chelating properties. The chemical and physical mechanisms of por-
phyrins are responsible for electron transfer, oxygen binding, photo-
chemical, and photosynthesis. These unique structures and properties
of the porphyrin compounds have been utilized in biomedical and
energy applications including photodynamic/photothermal therapy
(PTT),39–41 molecular electronic devices,42 and solar energy
conversion.27–35

Figure 3(c) shows the unique bands of porphyrins in the absorp-
tion spectra. As shown in this figure, the Soret and Q bands are,
respectively, in the 380–500nm (blue) and the 500–750nm ranges.
The wavelength shifts and absorbance changes of porphyrins are
dependent on the solvent, pH value, temperature, central metal ions,
etc.23,43–46 UV-vis spectra reflect the key structural features that are
responsible for the chemical characteristics and physical properties of
the porphyrin compounds. As the absorption peaks of the porphyrin
compounds are within the main emission spectrum of solar radiation,
the photons can be effectively harvested and converted to other forms
of energy such as heat and electricity. For applications that require cer-
tain transparency of the thin films, the absorptions are required to be
isolated in the UV and NIR regions (Fig. 3). For medical applications

such as photothermal therapy, strong NIR absorption is preferred for
its deeper tissue penetration.47

B. The chemical characteristics and synthesis
of porphyrins

The molecular structure of a porphyrin consists of a union of
four pyrrole rings (one nitrogen and four carbon atoms) linked by
methine bridges (ACH¼) to form a macrocycle (Fig. 4). Porphyrins
behave as the tetradentate ligands for chelating metals with four nitro-
gen atoms holding the metal ions in the center. The central metal ions
act as Lewis acids for accepting electron pairs from dianionic porphy-
rin ligands. The porphyrin structure shows two main linker positions,
b-positions and meso-positions. There are eight b-positions located in
the pyrrole group and four meso-positions located at the methine
bridge. The natural porphyrins exhibit b-positions linked like chloro-
phyll and heme, based on which the meso-porphyrins can be devel-
oped as the functional artificial compounds. The porphyrin active sites
depend on electronegativity, which can be controlled by selecting the
metals coordinated to the central nitrogen atoms. Carrying divalent
central metals can provide the electronegative porphyrin ligands to be
substituted on the meso-carbon sites, resulting in stable
metalloporphyrin.48–51

Tremendous synthetic procedures have been reported52–58 based
on the molecular structures of porphyrins. In principle, there are
many chemical strategies to synthesize and modify porphyrins, includ-
ing different pyrrole,52,53,57 aldehyde,53,54,57 dipyrromethene,55 and tri-
pyrrane.56 The first study on porphyrin synthesis was carried out in
1935 by Rothemund52 They reported porphyrin synthesis by mixing
pyrrole and aldehyde, and heating them up in a sealed tube. This
approach was later modified by using pyrrole and formaldehyde to
form a porphyrin with meso-position substitutions.53 Further
improvements were made by involving an acid catalyzed pyrrole and
aldehyde condensation to react in open air.54 Consequently, Lindsey
et al.57 optimized this process by reacting pyrrole and benzaldehyde
reversibly at room temperature. Lee et al. presented a one-flask synthe-
sis of meso-porphyrins by using pyrrole and dipyrromethane. Boudif
and Momenteau56 proposed a so-called “3þ 1” synthetic strategy of
porphyrins. In this approach, the porphyrin macrocycle was obtained
by mixing acid-catalyzed condensation pyrrole with tripyrrane.
Although either diformylpyrrole or tripyrrane must be symmetrical to

FIG. 4. Molecular structure of porphyrin (M represent metal ions, such as Mg2þ,
Cu2þ, Fe2þ, Zn2þ, etc.).
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remove isomers and recrystallization,58 these porphyrins all exhibit
two sub-equal intensity signals in the proton nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) spectra.

C. Electronic structures and absorptions of porphyrins

According to H€uckel’s rule (the planar molecule is considered
aromatic which has 4nþ 2 p electrons), the porphyrin ring is a conju-
gated molecule containing 18 p electrons. Both Soret and Q bands
attributing to the p–p� transitions can be explained by the Gouterman
model (so-called four-orbital model). The Soret bands (or B bands) are
given by a strong transition to the second excited state and the Q bands
are associated with a weak transition to the first excited state.
Gouterman25 proposed the four-orbital model to explain the porphyr-
ins absorption spectra based on the electron transitions between highest
occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) and lowest unoccupied molecu-
lar orbitals (LUMOs), as shown in Fig. 5. The relative transition energy
is affected by the central metal ions and the substituents in the ring.

There two symmetries are denoted as b1 (a2u) and b2 (a1u) in
HOMO and c1 (egx) and c2 (egy) in LUMO. Due to the configuration
interaction of electronic transitions a1u! eg and a2u! eg, the transi-
tions between these orbitals provide two excited states. The mixing of
orbital splits these two excited states in energy, resulting in two sym-
metrical states (1Eu) (Fig. 6). The higher energy state with greater oscil-
lator strength is responsible for the B-bands, while the lower energy
state with weaker oscillator strength gives rise in the Q-bands.

The absorption spectra are affected by the differences in the con-
jugation and symmetry of a porphyrin.25,48,59 The electronic structure
of a metalloporphyrin can be changed by different central metal sub-
stituent in the porphyrin ring. Shelnutt and Ortiz60 reported that the
a1u orbital energy would not be affected by metal substitution because
it has nodes through the nitrogen atoms (pyrroles); therefore, it inca-
pable of interacting with the metal orbitals. The a2u orbital energy, on
the other hand, is expected to be changed by metal substituents.
Gouterman25 reported that the a2u orbital energies are influenced by

the p orbital of metals. The orbital energy rises with more electroposi-
tivity, resulting in red-shift (Q bands) and intensified visible band. The
extent of delocalization of the electron a2u orbital into the pz orbital of
metal increases with electronegativity. The a2u stabilization is also
ascribed to the interaction with an empty metal pz orbital.

The electronic structure of the metalloporphyrin can be modified
by changing the substitutes at the b- or meso-positions of the ring.60,61

The a1u orbital energy can be altered by changing the substituents at
the b-positions since a1u has more b-carbons of pyrrole rings than a2u.
Comparatively, the a2u orbitals are strongly influenced by metal and
meso substituents because the symmetry allowed interacting with the
p orbital of the metal and the considerable charge on the meso
carbons.60 Shelnutt and Ortiz reported that strong conjugation of the
p-electron system of the vinyl group with the ring can improve the
delocalization of the ring charge exceeding the a-carbons of the vinyl.
This strong conjugation of the p-electron system further lowers the
configuration-interaction (Cl) for protoporphyrin IX. Liao and
Scheiner61 found a strong electron effect in metalloporphyrin by
replacing the meso phenyl group and b-pyrrolic hydrogen (H) with
fluorine (F) atoms for its strong electron-withdrawing effect. Ram
Kumar et al. synthesized A3B type meso substituted porphyrin con-
taining three thienyl groups and one phenyl group, and explained the
orbital differences between thienyl ring and phenyl group by the den-
sity functional theory (DFT). The p-orbital delocalization can be
enhanced leading to red-shift in the emission spectrum due to the co-
planar of the thienyl groups/phenyl groups with the dihedral angles.
They also found that the a2u and egx energy levels are associated with
the redox phenomenon of the porphyrins. In particular, the lower a2u
energy results in lower oxidation potentials for the porphyrins, and the
lower egx energy indicates higher reduction potential. Furthermore,
the electronic structure of a metalloporphyrin can be altered by ligand
coordination to the axial positions on the metal.61 The ligands will
enhance or inhibit the ability of metal to withdraw electrons from the
p-system of porphyrins, so that the electron structure is modified via
these axial ligands. The axial coordination to the high molecular sym-
metry (square-planar, D4h) is responsible for destabilization of dz2
orbital through interactions of r-bonding.

III. PHOTOTHERMAL EFFECT
A. The fundamental photothermal mechanism in
porphyrins

The photothermal effect is the physical manifestation of photon
to thermal energy conversion through a material with an appreciable

FIG. 5. Porphyrin molecular orbitals (MO) relevant to the Gouterman four-orbital
model. Symmetry nodes are drawn in dash lines.

FIG. 6. Orbitals and energy states diagrams showing possible transitions for por-
phyrins. The actual relative energies depend on the substituents on the rings.
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absorption of light. Upon irradiation of various light sources, be it
monochromatic or white light, the photothermal material can generate
sufficient heat, thereby raising the local temperature within a short
duration, provided that the material has considerable photothermal
efficiency. The photothermal energy conversion for transition metals,
especially those of nanoscale, is typically characterized by surface plas-
mon resonance (SPR). The photothermal effect has been extensively
studied for gold and graphene, and the energy conversion is attributed
to the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR).21,62,63 A localized
plasmon is the result of the confinement of a surface plasmon in a
nanoparticle smaller than the wavelength of the incident light. A nano-
particle’s response to the oscillating electric field can be described by
the so-called dipole approximation of Mie theory.64 The wavelength-
dependent extinction cross section of a single particle defines the
energy losses in the direction of propagation of the incident light due
to both scattering and absorption.21,62,63,65–67 However, Zhao et al.
found a different photothermal mechanism for the porphyrin com-
pounds that is associated with the porphyrin ring molecular structure
based on Raman data (Fig. 7).16

Figure 7 shows the Raman spectra of the chlorophyll, chlorophyl-
lin, hemoglobin, and phthalocyanine samples. Raman peaks are typi-
cally identified as molecular vibrations involving bonds of the
porphyrins and can be significantly enhanced if the incident photon

energy is near the optical absorptions. Consistently, for 415nm laser
excitation, the Raman peaks are significantly enhanced for chlorophyll,
chlorophyllin, and hemoglobin due to their absorption peaks near
400 nm, while those by the 514nm laser are considerably reduced,
indicating the strong associations between the photon absorptions and
the porphyrin structures in these compounds. For phthalocyanine, the
633 nm laser results in much stronger Raman peaks corresponding to
its absorptions in the NIR range. These results provide a physical base
for the molecular oscillation-induced photothermal effects in the
porphyrins.

B. Photothermal thin film deposition

Spin coating is an effective method for making uniform photo-
thermal thin films of various kinds. The thickness of PT film can be
well-controlled by rotational speed of spin processor and solution con-
centration. Zhao et al.15 reported the multilayer chlorophyll PT films
on a glass substrate via spin coating (Fig. 8) and found that both the
photothermal effect and the average visible transmittance (AVT) are
interrelated via the chlorophyll concentration which plays a key role in
the single-pane window application. They also investigated the struc-
tures and properties of different porphyrin compounds such as chloro-
phyllin, hemoglobin, and phthalocyanine, and developed their thin

FIG. 7. Raman spectra of (a) chlorophyll, (b) chlorophyllin, (c) hemoglobin, and (d) phthalocyanine on aluminum foils, by 442, 514, and 633 nm lasers, respectively.16

Reproduced with permission from Zhao et al., J. Phys. Chem. C 124, 2 (2019). Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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films by spin-coating.16 As shown in Fig. 3(c), the absorption of chlor-
ophyllin (Chlin) is more pronounced than those of chlorophyll (Chl),
hemoglobin (HB), and phthalocyanine (Phth) at the same concentra-
tion. Therefore, stronger photothermal effect is observed in the chloro-
phyllin thin films under the simulated solar light. They have also

calculated various parameters of the porphyrin thin films based on the
heating/cooling curves including U-factor, photothermal conversion
efficiency, specific absorption rate, and specific photothermal
coefficient.16

C. The characteristics of the photothermal effect

Figure 9 schematically depicts the heating/cooling curve of a pho-
tothermal material under light irradiation. There are three stages in
the temperature changed (DT) vs time plot: initial and rapid heating
region (stage 1), steady state (stage 2), and cooling region (stage 3),
respectively. Stage 1 indicates the heating of the sample due to the pho-
tothermal effect is greater than heat loss, thereby a rapid increase in
temperature. In stage 2, the photothermal heating is balanced by the
heat loss through the sample surface, causing a temperature plateau in
this region. In other words, the heat loss of the sample is equal to the
heat gain by the photothermal effect. At the beginning of stage 3, the
light source is turned off, resulting in a Newtonian cooling behavior in
this region.

The photothermal effect of the material is closely related to the
optical absorption spectra and excitation photon energy. For laser
excitation, more efficient photothermal effect can be generated if the
incoming photon energy is near the high energy edge of the absorption
peak. For white light irradiation, the photon harvesting takes a wide
range of the absorption spectrum. Specifically, the B band and Q band
of chlorophyll are at approximately 415 and 664nm, respectively [Fig.
3(c)]. Figure 10 shows the relatively temperature differences of chloro-
phyll thin films and solution under 660 and 785nm laser irradiation
for 10min. As can be seen in this figure, the temperature increase is
much rapid by the 660nm laser than that by the 785nm laser due to
the absorption peak near 660nm. Therefore, to enhance both the pho-
tothermal effect and transparency, the material must be spectral selec-
tively tailored via structural design and compositional optimization to
achieve strong absorptions in the non-visible regions such as NIR and
high average visible transmittance (AVT).

Figure 11(a) shows the relatively temperature differences of the
multilayer chlorophyll thin films under white light irradiation.
Consistently, thicker films (each layer is �2lm) give greater DTg as

FIG. 8. SEM cross-sectional image of the four-layer chlorophyll (Chl) film with poly-
methyl methacrylate (PMMA) coated on glass substrate.15

FIG. 9. Schematic diagram showing three stages in the temperature vs time curve.

FIG. 10. DTg vs time for (a) Chl in 1-butanol and (b) Chl-coated glass irradiated by 661 and 785 nm lasers.15
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expected, but lower visible transmittance. Figure 11(b) shows a linear
relationship between DTg,max vs visible transmittance for thin films of
different layers. The same behaviors have been observed in other por-
phyrin compounds of chlorophyllin, hemoglobin, and phthalocyanine
samples as shown in Fig. 12. The linear relationships between DTmax

and AVT for all thin film samples indicate that the photothermal
behavior is highly correlated with the optical transmittance and
absorption.

1. Photothermal conversion efficiency (g)

The photothermal conversion efficiency, g, is defined as the ratio
of the thermal energy generated by the sample to the incident photon
energy. The photothermal conversion efficiency for solar light was
developed by Jin et al.68 and modified by Lin et al.17

g ¼
Cgmg þ CPT materialmPT material þ Cpolymermpolymerð ÞDTmax

IADt

� CgmgDTmax

IA D t
� 100%; (1)

where g is glass, c is the specific heat capacity (J/g��C), m is mass (g),
DT max is the maximum change in temperature increase in the sample
(�C), I is the incident light power density (W/cm2), A is the surface
area of the sample, and Dt is the time required for a sample to reach
the maximum temperature (s). The photothermal conversion efficien-
cies have been determined for various PT materials and thin films.15,17

The biomedical applications of PT have been extensively studied
mainly for medical therapeutics. In a typical medical PT therapeutics,
both the quantity of the materials (�mg) and the total thermal energy
required are significantly low for a highly localized tumor treat-
ment.1–8 However, in energy applications, the g value is more critical
as the total thermal energy generated is much greater, compared to
that of the medical therapeutics, considering the large surface area of
the thin films, such as the building skin.

2. Specific absorption rate (SAR)

The specific absorption rate (SAR) of a photothermal material is
a measure of the rate at which energy is absorbed by the material
when exposed to an incident light and can be expressed as15,17

SAR ¼
Cglassmglass þ CPT materialmPT material þ Cpolymermpolymerð ÞDTmax � Cglassmglass þ Cpolymermpolymerð ÞDTcontrol

mPT materialDt
; (2)

where DTcontrol is the maximum change in temperature increase in the
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) film without photothermal materi-
als. This equation can be simplified as15,17

SAR ¼
Cglassmglass DTmax � DTcontrolð Þ

mPT materialDt
: (3)

SAR is an important parameter that characterizes the materials’ abili-
ties in photon absorption. As is well-known, all materials and surfaces
are capable of absorbing photon energy to certain degrees. However,

in engineering applications, high SAR is required for rapid heat
increase and pronounced photothermal effect for efficient energy con-
version and heat generation.

3. Specific photothermal coefficient (SPC)

Specific photothermal coefficient is an intensive material charac-
teristic that varies from system to system. For energy conversion stud-
ies, it is important to characterize a system with a material-specific

FIG. 11. (a) DTg vs time for different layers of chlorophyll coating irradiated by simulated solar light. (b) Linear DTg, max vs average visible transmittance relationship of chloro-
phyll coating.15
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FIG. 12. Temperature difference DT vs time for (a) chlorophyll (Chl), (b) chlorophyllin (Chlin), (c) hemoglobin (HB), and (d) phthalocyanine (Phth) samples, with concentrations
indicated; and DTmax vs AVT for (e) chlorophyll, (f) chlorophyllin, (g) hemoglobin, and (h) phthalocyanine samples. All samples are illuminated by simulated solar light (0.1W/
cm2).16 Reproduced with permission from Zhao et al., J. Phys. Chem. C 124, 2 (2019). Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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parameter, regardless of its volume and concentration. In this way, the
intrinsic properties of the materials can be well-characterized for pho-
ton-to-heat conversion. Specific photothermal coefficient l (SPC) is
defined as the thermal energy produced/converted.16 SPC can be
expressed as16

SPC ¼
_Q

massPT material
(4)

where _Q is the heat produced via photothermal effect in unit of time
(J/s) and massPT material is the mass of photothermal material.

SPC can be calculated based on the cooling curve in stage 3 as
shown in Fig. 9. The SPCs of some porphyrin compounds have been
reported16 to be 129 J/g�s for the chlorophyll film, 619 J/g�s for the
chlorophyllin film, 180 J/g�s for the hemoglobin film, and 352 J/g�s for
the phthalocyanine film. The higher SPC value indicates the greater
photon-to-heat conversion ability.

4. U-factor

The rate of heat loss by radiation, convection, and conduction
through a medium is defined as U-factor. Since U-factor is essentially

the thermal transmittance, the lower the U-factor, the better the ther-
mal insulation. As a result of energy price increase, thermal insulation
has become increasingly important for energy sustainability.
According to the U.S. Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy
(ARPA-E),69 the energy and element consumption of buildings can be
improved by replacing the double-pane window with a single-pane,
specifically for the cold climate area in the U.S. The general require-
ment of U-factor for window has been reported by NFRC70 that the
minimum requirement of U-factor is< 1.7 W/m2 K although the U-
factor requirement varies for different climate zones.71 Hence, the
reduction of U-factor is a critical criterion in building skin designs.

In accordance with ASTM C1199-14,72 the general U-factor can
be expressed as

U ¼ 1
1
hh
þ 1
hc
þ 1
UL

; (5)

where hh and hc represent the interior and exterior heat coefficients,
and UL is the heat transfer coefficient of the windowpane. The
U-factor calculation should be modified for vary materials and climate
conditions.6,15–17 The U-factor equation can be expressed as17

U ¼ 1
Tin � Tout

Tin � Tg

� �
� 1

1:46�
Tin � Tgð Þ

L

� �0:25
þ re

T4
in � T4

g

� �
Tin � Tgð Þ

2
4

3
5
þ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

0:84� Tg � Toutð Þ
1
3

� �2
þ 2:38� v0:89ð Þ2

r
; (6)

where Tin is the interior temperature, Tout is the exterior temperature,
v is wind speed, L is the height of window, r is Stefan–Boltzmann con-
stant (5.67� 10�8 W/m2�K4), e is the emissivity, and Tg is the inside
surface temperature, respectively.

Equation (6) can be applied to evaluate the thermal insulation of
a window with a temperature increase on the interior surface by pho-
tothermal coating. Based on Eq. (6), Lin et al.17 estimated the U-factor
of Fe3O4 and Fe3O4@Cu2�xS films with the following parameters: Tin:
21.11 �C; Tout: �17.78 �C; v: 5.5 m/s; L: 1.50 m, and e: 0.84. Assuming
the original interior window temperature is 5 �C, and Tg is calculated
to be 278.15KþDTmax. The U-factors of Fe3O4 and Fe3O4@Cu2�xS
films can be, respectively, reduced to 1.54 and 1.46 (W/m2 K)17 which
are excellent values, all smaller than the minimum requirement of
U-factor (<1.7W/m2 K) reported by NFRC.70 Furthermore, Zhao
et al.15 reported a concept of multilayer chlorophyll (Chl) films for
energy-efficient window application. By applying the chlorophyll
photothermal coatings, they effectively lowered the U-factor of the
single pane from 1.99 to 1.42 (W/m2 K). These results indicate a
high possibility of single-panes even in the cold climate areas via
the solar-heated window surfaces based on the concept of optical
thermal insulation without any interfering medium. The low
U-factors obtained from these single-panes show promising poten-
tials of the highly transparent, spectral selective thin films for opti-
cal thermal insulation.15–17

D. Biomedical applications of porphyrin compounds

The photothermal therapy (PTT) has been widely applied in bio-
medical areas especially in cancer therapeutics. If a PTT agent can be
delivered to the tumor site via cell targeting, it results in effective can-
cer cell killing via sheer heat generated locally.73,74 The cancer cells can
be killed if the local temperature can reach �45 �C. However, most of
the PTT replies on strong photothermal materials such as gold and
graphene which pose significant toxicity and non-biodegradability.
The bio-incompatibilities have raised considerable concerns in clinical
applications. Porphyrin compounds are naturally occurring materials
such as chlorophyll which is extracted from green vegetables. Not only
are they environmentally green, but also non-toxic, making these
green materials ideal for medical applications. The PTT typically
employs the PT materials in the solution form which are delivered to
the lesion sites via intravenous or direct injection. The photothermal
heat is mainly generated by NIR band excitation using lasers for its
deeper tissue penetration. The porphyrin compounds are known for
their high packing density and photon absorption,68 making them
excellent photosensitizers in PTT. They have also been used for mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI).10,75–78 For instance, Mn-based por-
phyrin is a good MRI and PTT agent because Mn3þ ions can generate
sharp contrast in MRI while exhibiting the photothermal effects after
three serial treatments.76 Su et al.77 reported the porphyrin and
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graphene oxide (GO) composite as a good photothermal therapeutic
agent. Compared to using GO or porphyrin separately, the combina-
tion of GO and porphyrin has a broader light absorption region. Chu
et al.10 extracted chlorophyll from plants and encapsulated it into plur-
onic F68 (Plu) micelles for photothermal therapy and cancer imaging.
Since chlorophyll can be extracted from most of the green vegetables,
it is non-toxic and biocompatible; therefore, it is an attractive material
for clinical applications.

IV. PHOTOVOLTAIC EFFECT OF PORPHYRIN
COMPOUNDS
A. The fundamentals of photovoltaic effect

In solar light harvesting and energy conversion, photovoltaics is
best known for converting energy from the sunlight to electricity and
successfully applied for energy sustainability. However, the power con-
version efficiency (PCE) of PVs varies widely from the silicon-based
materials to polymers.79 According to the chart of best research-cell
efficiency from NREL,79 the best efficiency of organic cell achieved
17.5% and the best efficiency of a multijunction cell can attain up to
47.1%. The most common polymer solar cells (PSC) are made of
P3HT and PCBM ([6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester) poly-
mers with PCE about 13%. Although this is quite far from the 20%
efficiency of the commercial solar panels, PSC has the advantages of
light weight, low price, flexible for applications in biomedicine, remote
microwatt sensors, wireless appliances, and visually enhanced finesse
for architectural designs and building materials.80–83

Structurally different from silicon-based inorganic PVs that
involve the construction of a p–n junction, PSC typically utilizes con-
ductive organic polymers for solar harvesting and charge transport to
produce electricity by the photovoltaic effect. Most of the organic solar
cells (OSC) are based on the polymers with the p electron system
which is responsible for absorbing photons and transporting electrons
by the conjugated p electrons. Light absorption leads to excitation of p
electrons from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the molecule. The
light absorbance wavelength can be determined by the energy bandgap
between the HOMO and the LUMO.84,85

Charges are dissociated at the donor–acceptor interface by the
dissociated driving force provided by the energy offset between the
electron donor and electron acceptor. The basic working principle in a
molecular-based device can be summarized as follows (Fig. 13): (1)
exciton generation caused by light absorption; (2) exciton diffusion
toward a donor–acceptor interface; (3) exciton dissociation at the
interface and charge carrier transport, and (4) charge carrier collection
at the external electrodes.86

B. The performance of a solar cell

The performance of the cells is determined by the current–volt-
age curves or I–V curves. The curve is obtained by the current and
voltage of the cell measured through an external variable resistance
under a standard intensity of incident light. The standard illumination
for testing is 0.1W/cm2 (AM 1.5), which is the sunlight intensity
reaching earth surface through air mass at a solar zenith angle of
42.8�. The main parameters are provided by I–V curves, such as the
power conversion efficiency (PCE), open-circuit voltage (VOC), short-
circuit current (ISC), and fill factor (F.F.) (Fig. 14).

1. Power conversion efficiency (PCE, g)

The power conversion efficiency is a parameter for representing
the energy production of a solar cell. The efficiency can be calculated
by the following equation:

g ¼ Pmax

Pin
¼ Isc � Voc � F:F:

Pin
� 100%; (7)

where Pmax is the maximum power per area (W/m2), Pin is the light
power per area (W/m2), ISC is the short circuit current (A), VOC is the
open circuit voltage (V), and F.F. is fill factor (%).

For ideal I–V curve, the maximum power per unit area can be
expressed as

Pmax ¼ Imax � Vmax; (8)

where Imax and Vmax are voltage and current where the generated
power is at the maximum.

Short circuit current (ISC) is the highest current density obtained
when there is no applied voltage. The short circuit current is affected
by the driving force for electron injection into the conduction band
from the excited dyes. The open-circuit voltage (VOC) is the maximum

FIG. 13. The principles of charge separation in organic solar cell.86

FIG. 14. Schematic of I–V curve.
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voltage obtained at no current flow. It is determined that the VOC will
be increased by having lower driving force or more positive redox
potential.87 It corresponds to the energy difference between the Fermi
level of the semiconductor and the redox couple’s energy level. Fill fac-
tor (F.F.) is defined as a ratio of the maximum power to the product of
its VOC and ISC, and it can be expressed as follows:

F:F: ¼ Imax � Vmax

Isc � Voc
� 100%: (9)

2. Incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency
(IPCE)

IPCE is an important parameter that presents the percentage of
the absorbed light converted to current by a solar cell. IPCE indicates
the spectral sensitivity of a solar cell by measuring intensity via a
monochromatic light. IPCE can be expressed as

IPCE %ð Þ ¼ 1240� Jsc
k�Pin

� 100: (10)

Here, the JSC is the short-circuit photocurrent density. The per-
formance of dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) is dependent on the
characteristics of the individual components above. Many investiga-
tions focus on various materials parameters, such as substrate, photoa-
node,88–92 dyes,31–35 electrolyte,84,85 and counter electrode.86–91

Research also focuses on the structure—properties relationships of the
individual components and interface effect on the performance of
DSSCs.

3. Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs)

The engineering issues of DSSCs such as stability of dye and leak-
age of electrolyte have been experimentally addressed for a variety of
applications. A DSSC consists of photoanode, dyes, electrolyte, and
counter electrode [Fig. 15(a)]. The working principle of DSSC can be
described as follows [Fig. 15(b)]: (i) when the sunlight hits the device,
the electrons in the dye molecules will be excited from ground state

(HOMO) into excited state (LUMO); (ii) the excited dye molecules are
oxidized (loss of electrons) and electrons are injected into the conduc-
tion band of the semiconductor; (iii) the oxidized dye molecules are
regenerated by electron donation from the redox mediator (I�), and
two I� are oxidized to iodine (I3

�), and (iv) the I3
� diffuses toward the

counter electrode and then it is reduced to I� by receiving electrons
from counter electrode (cathode). Although the photon-to-electricity
efficiency of DSSC is quite low, it has many advantages, including
non-toxic, environmentally friendly, cost-efficient, simple manufactur-
ing processes, etc.

The substrate for a DSSC is a transparent conductive oxide
(TCO) glass, made of indium tin oxide (ITO) or fluorine-doped tin
dioxide (FTO). Metal oxide semiconductors are used for making pho-
toanode of DSSC, namely, TiO2,

88 ZnO,89 SnO2,
90 and Nb2O5

91 for
transporting the electrons, which is also called the electron transport
layer. Two main semiconductors commonly used for DSSC are TiO2

and ZnO, and the bandgap of both materials is 3.2 eV.92 Electrolytes
are an essential mediator between the photoanode and counter elec-
trode in DSSC. Electrolyte regenerates the dye sensitizer from oxidized
state back to ground (steady) state by gaining electrons from redox
mediator.84 The lost electrons are gained from the electrolyte, an oper-
ation known as redox reaction. For example, the oxidized dyes can be
regenerated by the iodide species I�. I� loses electrons to dyes, result-
ing in formation of I3

�. The triiodide can be returned by gaining elec-
trons from counter electrode (cathode), and the reaction can be
expressed as

I�3 þ 2e� ¼ 3I�

The efficiency of DSSCs depends on the kinetics of electron
transfer at the liquid junction of the sensitized semiconductor/electro-
lyte interface. For effective devices, the electron injection rate should
be faster than dye degradation rate.85 However, there are some chal-
lenges for using metal-salt based liquid as electrolyte, in particular, dif-
ficulties in tandem architecture, poor sealing, and photodegradation,
resulting in low lifetime and efficiency of a device. A sputtered plati-
num (Pt) is commonly used as a counter electrode in DSSC. The main

FIG. 15. (a) DSSC structure and (b) schematic working principle of DSSC.
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purpose of the counter electrode is to catalyze reduction of I3
� to I� in

redox electrolyte after electron injection. Since Pt is a rare and expen-
sive metal, Pt-free counter electrodes are required to reduce the cost of
DSSCs. Some alternative materials have been developed, for instance,
transition metal compounds, carbon-based materials,86,87 conducting
polymers,88,89 and composite materials.90,91

4. Porphyrin-based photosensitizer

Photosensitizers play a critical role in DSSC in producing the
photo-induced electrons and injecting the electrons into the conduc-
tion band of the photoanode. The ideal photosensitizer should meet
some requirements, particularly, wide light absorption range, good
redox potential, high stability, and suitable anchoring property. Several
groups have developed various porphyrin compounds as photosensi-
tizers [Fig. 16(a)].31–35,91–99

Many porphyrin compounds have been used for developing solar
energy conversion systems due to strong absorption in the visible
region.92–96 Kay and Gratzel31 reported the first “porphyrin” DSSC
based on many porphyrin complexes such as chlorophyll, chlorophyl-
lin, pheophorbide, Zn-mesoporphyrin IX, etc. Porphyrin DSSC with
Cu-2-a-oxymesoisochlorin attained a PCE of 2.6% in 1993,31 which
was further increased to 12.3% by using Zn(II)-porphyrin dye (YD2-
o-C8) in 2011.32 In 2014, a breakthrough efficiency of 13% for porphy-
rin based DSSC was obtained by utilizing Zn-porphyrin derivative
(SM371).33 The Zn(II)-porphyrin derivatives are used frequently for
DSSC for its appreciable PCE.97,98 In particular, Santos et al.98 studied
the differences between Zn-porphyrin and metal-free porphyrin, and
found faster injection dynamics of Zn-porphyrin due to its more nega-
tive excited state oxidation potential than that of the metal-free
porphyrins. Bessho et al.99 investigated the photovoltaic effect of the
Zn-porphyrin (YD-2), D205 dye, and YD-2/D205 cosensitizer. They

found that the Jsc and PCE can be enhanced by using YD-2/D205 co-
sensitizer for its improved light harvesting.

Other porphyrin compounds and its derivatives have also
been investigated as photosensitizers, such as Mg(II)-porphyrin
(chlorophyll),31,93,95 Cu(II)-porphyrin (chlorophyllin),31,100,101 Cu(II)-
porphyrin (CuPc),102,103 Ru-porphyrin (RuPc),104 Ga-porphyrin
(GaTsPc),105 Fe-porphyrin (FeTsPc),106 Ti-porphyrin (TiPc),107 and
metal-free porphyrin.98,108 In comparison to Zn-porphyrins, PCE and
stability of DSSC using other porphyrin compounds are, however,
quite low. For instance, the PCE of the chlorophyll-based DSSC was
reported to be only 0.73% by Amao and Komori in 2003.109 Taya et al.
improved the efficiency up to 1.077% in 2015.110 Later on, Hassan and
co-worker reported a PCE of chlorophyll-based DSSC about 2.62% in
2016.111 Some studies indicated that PCE of chlorophyll-based DSSC
can be improved by applying multiple dye112,113 or doping metal.114

Despite the low PCE, the major advantages of chlorophyll-based
photosensitizers include its green nature, low-cost, and high light har-
vesting ability. There have been new strategies to enhance the light
harvesting ability of the photosensitizer by using (i) push–pull
porphyrins,115,116 (ii) porphyrin dimers,108,117 and (iii) multiple
dyes.97,118,119

Push–pull (donor–acceptor) porphyrins are made of an electron-
donating group (D), p-bridge (p), and an electron-withdrawing group
(A). A p-bridge is the conjugation units connecting the donor and
acceptor. The spectra and electron transfer can be determined by the
electronic interaction between the D and A groups. The D-p-A group
of photosensitizers determines the procedures in an operating DSSC,
which are oxidized-dye regeneration and hot-electron injection. The
donor group is considered the dye-regeneration reaction after electron
injection, and the acceptor group is to deliver the electrons from pho-
tosensitizer to the semiconductor (e.g., TiO2) for initiating the
electron-hole separation process. Lee et al.115 proposed a push–pull Zn
porphyrin with strong electron-donating substituent and electron-

FIG. 16. PV performance of (a) porphyrin-sensitized solar cell.91 Reproduced with permission from Wang and Kitao, Molecules 17, 4 (2019). Copyright 2019 Multidisciplinary
Digital Publishing Institute (MDPI); (b) multiple dyes (in black solid and dash lines) DSSC.119 Reproduced with permission from Ogura et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 94(7), 073308
(2009). Copyright 2009 AIP Publishing. All J–V curves characterized under AM 1.5G illumination (1000W/m2).
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withdrawing substituent at meso-positions. They reported that por-
phyrin’s absorption bands with a phenylethynyl bridge are red-shifted
and broadened due to extension of p-conjugation. The best PCE of
Zn-porphyrin DSSC has so far reached 6%, which is competitive to
the DSSC using the commercial dye (N3). Later, the performance of
push–pull Zn porphyrin DSSC was improved by the same group,116

and 7% PCE has been achieved.
A porphyrin dimer is to combine two porphyrin moieties by a

chemical bond. Koehorst et al.108 proposed a spectrally enhanced por-
phyrin heterodimers DSSC. This research employed a covalently
bonded Zn porphyrin (ZnP)/free base porphyrin (H2P) heterodimers
onto non-porous TiO2 layers (H2P-ZnP-TiO2) on ITO (Indium Tin
Oxide). They reported that the photocurrent is contributed by Zn por-
phyrin dimer, resulting in faster energy transfer. In addition, Mozer
et al.117 proposed Zn–Zn porphyrin dimer (ZnP-ZnP) DSSCs and
demonstrated that each porphyrin array contributes to current genera-
tion in a cell. They found that the Soret band of dimers was broadened
and the Q-bands showed a higher molar extinction coefficient than
those of monomers. These results show the advantage of the porphyrin
heterodimers in light harvesting.

Light harvesting of a DSSC device can also be enhanced by utiliz-
ing multiple dyes. Otaka et al.118 proposed the multicolored DSSCs
with the red, purple, blue, green, and black color dyes in DSSCs.
Ogura et al.119 investigated a multiple dye system by applying terpyri-
dine complex (black dye) and indoline dye (D131) in DSSC. They
reported that the multiple dye system performs better IPCE than those
with only black dye and showed an impressive light-to-electricity con-
version efficiency (11%). They contributed this improved efficiency to
the combination of multiple dyes that broaden the absorption spectra
range for enhanced photon absorption [Fig. 16(b)].

V. PHOTOTHERMAL AND PHOTOVOLTAIC DUAL
MODALITY

Some of the semiconducting materials exhibit both PT and PV
effects. If designed appropriately, PT and PV dual modality is highly
possible, specifically in some of the porphyrin compounds. The con-
cept of PT–PV modality is schematically illustrated in Fig. 17. As
shown in this figure, the PT–PV film is featured with several key char-
acteristics: (1) it is highly transparent but only absorbing UV and NIR
for energy conversion, which is particularly useful in building skin
applications; (2) upon absorbing solar light in the UV and NIR
regions, energy conversion seasonably takes two paths: photon-to-heat
conversion in the winter for lowering the thermal transmittance and
photon-to-electricity in warmer seasons as a solar panel; (3) the
PT–PV dual modality can be switched easily by an electronic control
unit depending upon the seasonal changes and energy needs, and (4)
the PT and PV thin films can be integrated into the large-scale build-
ing skin surface for effective solar harvesting that may compensate the
low PCEs of the organic PVs. In the wintertime, the photothermal
effect is utilized to heat the single-pane in order to reduce heat loss
through the building skin based on optical thermal insulation. In this
way, thermal insulation can be achieved optically without intervention
medium. On the other hand, the undesirable solar infrared in summer
can be compensated by the same thin film coating on the building
skin but in a different modality: photovoltaic. Absorption of large
infrared irradiation not only reduces cooling energy but generates elec-
tricity for other appliances.

Ever since the discovery of the PV effect, a variety of material
systems have been identified, synthesized, developed, and engi-
neered into many different types of solar harvesting devices for
energy applications.120 These include Si-based solar cells, copper
zinc tin sulfide (CZTS), perovskite solar cells (PSCs), dye-
sensitized solar cells (DSSCs), etc. Among all DSSCs, the porphy-
rin compounds have demonstrated the most attractive properties
for photosensitizers.30 Functionalization of macrocyclic dyes in the
porphyrin compounds contributes to strong absorptions in the vis-
ible light region.28,29 The first application of porphyrin and its
derivatives for DSSC was reported in 1993 by Kay and Gratzel.31

They reported 2.6% of the overall photo-conversion efficiency
(PCE) and attributed the low PCE to the Ohmic losses at high cur-
rent densities. The PCE of Zn-porphyrin derivatives was increased
up to 12.3% in 2011,32 and further improved to 13% in 2014.33

Although steady increase in PCE was achieved from 2009 to
2014,34 challenging issues are to be addressed in the molecular
design, particularly on the aging stability and inefficient photon
collection in the Q band region (520 and >700 nm).35 Overall, por-
phyrin compounds have already been shown to have great poten-
tial in developing advanced DSSCs by applying multiple dyes to
extend light absorbing range for higher efficiency.35

In recent years, transparent PV and PT films have gained great
attention for their high potentials in efficient solar harvesting and
energy applications. The transparent organic photovoltaic (TOPV)
thin films have been extensively studied.121–123 Due to its high AVT,
the so-called building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) has been devel-
oped for building skins taking the advantages of large surface areas
without interfering with the color requirements.83 It has been reported
that efficiency of TOPV is about 6% while most of the commercial
PVs � 11%. To compensate this short coming in efficiency, the large
surface area of building skin will be highly viable, specifically with
PT–PV modality (or multimodality). Some of the porphyrin com-
pounds are ideal material systems for PV–PT dual modality design as
they are highly spectral-selective.

FIG. 17. Schematic of PT–PV modality based on transparent porphyrin
compounds.
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As described above, the common characteristics of both TOPV
and transparent organic photothermal (TOPT) thin films are the
strong UV and NIR absorptions for photon-to-electricity/thermal con-
versions. With these spectral selective features, the so-called building-
integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) have been developed.124–128 Yoon
et al.127 developed the amorphous silicon BIPV window (Fig. 18).
They reported that the inclined and horizontal BIPV double windows’
interior surface temperatures are about 2 �C higher than that of the
normal windows in winter. Moreover, Alrashidi et al.128 studied the
thermal performance of CdTe BIPV windows and compared its sur-
face temperature with the single pane. They found the U-factor of
CdTe BIPV is lower than the single glazing from indoor and outdoor
experiments. Based on these results, the concept of PT–PV modality
can be potentially applied in developing a multifunctional building
skin as an active device, rather than a passive thermal barrier and light-
ing source. This concept will pave a new path to next generation
device-based building skin with structures tailored to a variety of
requirements in architectural and civic engineering in many areas,
such as energy sustainability, environmental control, bio-medical
assessment, public health, living comfort, utility efficiencies, and eco-
nomic considerations.

VI. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES AND CONCLUSIONS

Sustainability is defined by the United Nations as “meeting the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future gener-
ations to meet their own needs.” With advances in physics and materi-
als science, it is possible to generate inexhaustible energy for meeting
energy consumption forever. Presently, the renewability of energy
relies on efficient harvesting of natural energy from sunlight, wind,
rain, tides, waves, and geothermal heat.129 Since solar energy is clean,
sustainable, and plentiful, harvesting solar light has been a major
approach in generating renewable energy for various applications such
as generation of electricity, solar distillation, solar green houses, and
solar heating of buildings.130–133 In all solar-related technologies, novel

materials have played key roles in providing all required properties for
solar harvesting, conversion, and energy generation. Currently, the
research is extensively focusing on developing advanced materials
with new properties that enable multifunctions in solar harvesting
and energy generation. For significant solar harvesting, large-area
panels are typically required, making building skins potentially
viable substrates for both PT and PV panels. Both building-
integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) and building-integrated photo-
thermal (BIPT) systems are highly possible with the PT- and
PV-dual modality designs. Advanced thin film technologies will
enable both BIPV and BIPT to perform synergistically at the satis-
factory level for sufficient energy saving and generation, seasonably
altered and optimized. Recently, a study on the incident light angle
dependence of the photothermal effect on several PT films has
shown significance of the façade orientation and inclination angle
for successful integration of PV and PT technologies.18

Although the silicon-based PV cells have achieved high conver-
sion efficiency, there have been cost and environmental concerns in
the manufacturing of the solar cells. It has been estimated that the
solar energy costs approximately 8–10 times more than primary fuels
(�$0.38 per kilowatt hour for solar, �$0.03 per kilowatt hour for
gas).134 The single largest cost is the solar panels themselves.
Production of silicon PV panels is not “clean” as the by-product silicon
tetrachloride can be both occupational and environmentally hazard-
ous.135–137 Porphyrin compounds exhibit both the PT and PV effects
with significant AVT in the thin film form. They are also abundant in
nature, environmentally friendly, and can be readily synthesized in
laboratory straightforwardly and economically, making them highly
desirable for both PV and PT applications.

The photothermal effects of nanoparticles have been previously
investigated via laser excitations and mainly utilized for medical ther-
apy.6,7,39–41,73–78 Several nanoparticle systems are well-known for pro-
nounced photothermal effects, such as gold and graphene. These
nanoparticles, even in extremely small quantities of milligrams in solu-
tions, all exhibit strong photothermal effects, effectively raising the
solution temperature by greater than 30 �C under laser excitations.
However, most of the photothermal materials have not been experi-
mentally investigated in the thin film forms for energy applications.
Furthermore, few studies have been carried out on the photothermal
effects of the metallic materials under white light excitations.
Characteristically, most of the metallic materials are non-transparent
with strong absorptions in the visible region. Porphyrin and its deriva-
tives meet the transparency requirement by exhibiting selective
absorptions only in the ultraviolet (Soret bands) and visible (Q bands)
regions. The absorption spectra of porphyrins can be further selec-
tively enhanced by modifying the conjugation and symmetry, substitu-
ents, substituted positions, and ligands. With these unique
characteristics, new strategies have been proposed and experimentally
carried out to enhance the light harvesting ability in DSSCs, such as
push–pull porphyrins by utilizing porphyrin dimers, or applying mul-
tiple dyes. Some of these studies have shown a broadened spectrum
with red-shifted via push–pull porphyrins, resulting in an amplified
molar extinction coefficient. Therefore, combinations of specific por-
phyrins can be optimized for enhanced solar harvesting and utilized
for PT and PV dual modality designs. The current research outcomes
on the porphyrin compounds indicate their tremendous potentials in
energy applications. The unique properties of porphyrin compoundsFIG. 18. Schematic diagram of building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV).
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can be further utilized via large surface area of building skins for solar
energy harvesting, conversion, and generation for next generation
energy free systems.
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